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WAVE-INDUCED MOTIONS OF A I1 "RE ROC?=T VMICLE TR*FTING IN A VERTICAL ATI'UDE

BY J. J. Leendertse

ABSTRACT

Pesults are p,•sented of a theoretical and experimental laboratory

study of the movements of a large solid-propellant rocket vehicle drift-

ing in a vertical attitude in uniform waves and in the wave environment

of the open sea. Measuremeats were made of the movement in heave and

pitch of a 1-120 s'ale model of a 175-ft long vehicle. Experimentally ob-

tained results compared well with those obtained analytically.

It appears that heave and pitch are linear functions of the wave

height and nonlinear functions of the wave frequency. Pitch and surge

are coupled.

On basis of the linear response of tne vehicle to uniform waves, sta-

tistical features of the response in 0eave and pitch to ocean waves with

a particular apectrtz are calculated.

MIgLneer, wh. RAMf Corporation, 2aLnta Monica; p2reviously qdrwlaic
re~eaxrch !rcJnecer, U.S. Naval Civil , inecrt1 Laboratory, Port HMe-•e
Ciif.
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I. IIfrODUCTJON

The object of this study was to determine tne motions of a large

rocket vehicle drifting vertically In the wave environment of the open

sea prior to a sea launmch. Zie waves in this environment (hereinafter

called the "seaway") vary considerably in height, shape, and period, de-

pending on the wind, the water depth, and the vind-alfecteci s-v .za o'

fetch.

At present tne best representation of the seaway can be made by use

of a mathematical model of a randcm process, which presents no values of

the environment as a function of time, but presents statistical values

ouch as averages and the frequency of )ccurren, of a certain water level. (1-4)

In this approach the seawvy is taken az the sum of a large number of uni-

form wave trains, each with different amplitudes, and the profiles of the

individual wave trains are asumed to be sine curves accorxIng to Airy's

t:.,eory.

The magnitude of tae amplitudes of tne wave trains and their distri.-

bution over a range of frequencies can be calc•tnted by a standard method

from the wind velocity, wind duration, and the fetch.(3) The result of

such a calculation can be presented in ýhe form of a wave spectrum, which

is a distribution ,;f the mean squares of wave amplitudes of the seaMq" in

a given lrzrezment of tue frqueuicy over the wave frequencies. Wave spectra

In tlhe open sea can ulso te obtalned directly fr:m .ecords zf floating or

si..pbcrne wave recerr.

The st,.AL of thc notions :f the vehr.lic in a sea•ey described by a

particular spe-tram was m&Ie in two rart,. In the firet part the responses



of the vehicle to uniform waves with different heights and frequencies were

stud.ed theoretically and experimentally. For the experimental work, th'.

movements of 1-120 scale models of the vehicLe were measured simultaneou.s1ly

with the wave in a wave tank (Fig. i).

In the second part of the study, the responses of the vehicle to sea-

ways, the latter represented by mathenatical mole-• of the random process

of the ocean surface eievation, w-in :tu4d •nr gtatisticai features of

the responses to a particular seaway were obtained.
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3.

Ii. Th.SflRY

21i1ORY OF ",4OVEMMS BYrDx.E ! U1M3O*I WAVES

Ceareral

The movements of a rocket vehicle drifting in a wave envtrcxmwnt can

bp described by considering the movements of its mass -enter relative to

a rectangular coordinate system. In analogy to the movements of a 011p

in a sela•w, the movementa of t~e vwhlc)e in its six degrees of freedom

a-re taken as follow (Fig. 2):

l.ea&- - vertical motion of the mars cent-r

surge - horizontal motion of the mass ccnter in the direction of
the wave propagation (drift)

sway = ',.•rizontal motion of the aws center normal to the direc-
ticon of thc: wave propagatiun

pitcl - angulAr motion in a vertical plane tl.rough the direction
of the wave propagation

roll a ngalar motion in a vertical plane .orual to the direction
of the wave propagation

YAW - sngUJ..ar motion around the vertical axis

Since the vehicle stoiied is symtrical in anuy horitontal cross 5ec-

:!Mn, i+1 may be asc,'zxi that co,.xTling exist, )anly "tn he w, train

ari, the modes of morvement in the rartical plane through the direction of

• ave propagatL.,u: naiely, heavw, surge, &nd pitch.

For the pu•rp 3f analysis tze velhicle is approximated by a eries

o-f ylinders of different dtmnzijns, am shnm in Fig. 3, anxd is assucd

to "edr ifting vith ner; spee.. in a unuforz wave train.



4.

The Sva profile is alproIxmajtei by a sine curve, and +tne vwratr par-

ticles are aosuwai to -describe circular )r e~Liptical orbits, dependinrg

on the vavelength-.deptL ratios.(q)

The origin of the coordinate system tliat will be Lmed to describe the

v'aves and tle mcvements of the vehicle is zak~e at the. still-Vater level

in Vie axis of the series of cylinders. The X &:dl. i1 taken positive in

Lie curection of the vaye propagation, and the Z a:Is is vertical, and

positive upward.

The horizontal and verti~al displacesents of a particle -:rom its Mean

position located at a distance z under the still-vuter surface are

A CO d+ sin (kx - _t - a) (1)
sinh kd

- A sih k(d-z)A s Cog (•x - wt - C) )

where

z horinmýn&l Iisenl'cement cDf a pewrticle

- vertical d.siaplReenrt if a pazrtizle

A - amplituade :f the wave, whcLh Ic eqlua.l to half the
wavt h4ght H

k 2- x"•

% wave lengV.

F cir'.2.Llsr freqienzy (- 2-. T)

£ 'phsae angle

t - time

c. - ~Vater leptlt.



Heave,

Considered initially in this analysis are tre movements of cne of the

cylinders of the vehicle. It is assumed that the presence of the sec-

tions of the vehicle in tne fluids d.s not change the original pressure

distribution in the vave, according to the so-called Froude-Krylov hypo-

thesis. (10)

ITf Z is the upward displacement of the mass center of t'e section,

the equation of mot' ýn can be written In the manner presented by Wilson

for the movement of ships in regular wavep as

F (p) + S M Z + M" (Z - ÷,' - Cd F (w -)5

Z Z n r. +
n n

where, for the particular section

F (p) - total vertical upward force from tve wave ;ressures on

n the horizontal planes of the section

S - total connectien fomre vith other cylinders

M - •mass of the section

.. - addeft mss8 in heaving motion (nth plane)
zn

- .4 drag coeff!ýcient

F - signifIca" a cross secto.n of the section

S- =densit, of' water

g accelerftton e to ;ravity

"- average of t!he verti-al ve..',cty Cf t:,.e water on the :,.t!% ;.Ane

vs avrge of. the v,%t.a ac.elerat'o- of tne water on t!-e nth

The first ter-- on tre rig.ot slde fq, r-ese:.ts t* .e nertla force dut to

'he section :tsel"' tUre sec,7-: term sx'J-arlzes t:e in.fl.. ece of the su-rc-•;,d-

In.; vater. The ter . ;reser.ts t: e so-ca.leý ad!e* Mas,'A's -A

• *- ÷ 'e trmns• t •.n o' the nt' se:t'cn t: t.-.e n - 1!h seto.
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The third term is a damping term. The damping is due to the frictional

resiatEnce of the wetted surface, the generation of eddies, and the

ene-atlon of' vaves with the vehicle center as their origin. (14'15) Gen-

e rally the iamping force is a quadratic function of the velocity, but fol-
(jo)

lowing tVý method used for Investigation of ship motions, a lineariza-

tion is used. The effect of the dampizg as a whole will be discussed later.

The ve•-tical velocity W and the vertical ac-ýeleration W are obtainedr. f

by averaging the particle velocities in the considered planes at the transi-

tVon of the sections.

Since the horizontal dimensions of the sections are small compared to

the wavelenth, the quantitites W and W may be taken as the verticaln n

particle velocity and acceleration in the center.

3nw- sin k( d + Z - D)
W n 7. .. ....n sin (u~t + e) (4)W - sinh kd

z Z-D
n

A. • 2 sinh k(d + Z - Dn)
W - c snhkdcos(Ul + IE) (5)

W dt• sinh kd

where

D r distance between the still water level and the average level ofn

the bottom of lhe section.

Since the displacements `Z) are ge*.-rally small, compared to (d - D )p

E uations (4) ana (5) reduce to

sinh k(d - D )
W siih kd Bin(t .) (4a)

sirh k(d, - D) )
%3 1 n., os(k, C) (5a)n s ifni. Kd
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For the vehicle as a vwole, the linearized equations of vertical Motion

be one

n-4 .. n-4 n-4

E F (p) t 8 Kt Z+ X"Z -Z M "W -ENz W +N Z+ J(
n= Zn rZt U1 Z n n-l an Zt (6)

where

r= a totalmass of the vehicle

M" - total added mass of the vehicle
It th

N t linearized lamping coefficient of the n section
n

N =ZN

t zn
S - external vertical restrainifg force of the vehicle

The total vertical upward force on the horizontal planes of the sec-

tion we calculated from the pressures at the depths of these planes. The

pressure (p) at a depth z is

p- p z + - g A cosh k(z+d) cos(Ca + ) (7)
a cosh Id

where p " atmospheric pressure

As the planes are szell compared to the vavelengtb, the pressures

on them are assumed to be uniform and equal to the pressure in the center

of a plane.
m4

The force L F 9(p) producing the heaving motion of the vehicle
n-1 n

(Fig. 3) is

n-4 n-4

r FI (p) - z (p - p) - Z - D (An -A ,÷)
na.l n n=l n

wiiere A - horizontal cross-sectional area of the nth section
n
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Using Eqs. (7) and (8), the force E F (-) is determined as
N-1 n

n=4 n-_n 4
g g A -(A - A ) cosh k(d - D + Z)n-l ZuFnp t-DgA ohk n=l n nln

('9)

where 7t = total displacement of the vehicle.

If the vehicle is not restrained (S = 0), thenr

P g Vt = Mt 9 (10)

Since the displacements (Z) are small, it may be assumed that

cosh k(d - D + Z) = cosh k(d - D ) (In)n ni

The use of Eqs. (9), (10), and (11) in Eq. (6) results in

ný4 n=4

(M +IM" )Z.+ N Z. vM(Mt M"I ÷N +QgA1 Z= Z M" W'+r • W
zt zt I n=l Zn n n=l zn n

p g A cosis + C). n--4
+ cosh kd Z (An - A n+l) cosh k(d - Dn) (12)

Eqaation (12) is in the form of the equation of motion of a linear

damped mass-spring system. The mass in this system, used as an analogue

(Fig. 4), consists of the mass of the vehicle Mt and the so-called added

mass M" P which conveniently may be imagined as an amount of water that is
zt

moving together with the vehicle. The damping force the system is the

linearized dra of the vehicle when moving vertically in water _ithout the

disturbance of +he waves. The restoring force of the system is the resort-

ing force due to buoyancy, which is equal to the weight of the displaced

water for any given verti'al displhcement of the vehicle from its free-

floatingw condition.
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The excitation of this analogous system is represented by the term

on the right side of Eq. (12). The last term on the right side represents

the excitation by the pressure variations cf the wnve on the horizontal

planes of the vehicle; the second term on the right side represents the

excitation by the flow of the water Lround the body in the vertical di-

rection (drag). The first term on the right side Is difficult to visual-

ize. In essence, it represents an inertia excitation, which is the added

mass times the acceleration of the water particles at the horizontal planes.

All three terms are periodic forces vit:- the frequency of the wave.

It will be noted from Eqs. (4), (5), and (12) that these periodic forces

are not ail in phase vith the wave. The magnitude of the total periodic

force and its phase angle relative to the wave can be calculated by a

vectorial sumation of the three components of the excitation. Consequently,

the excitation may be expressed as

n=4 n=4

En + F Nz W n A cosh kd E Z (An - A +,) cosh k(d - D )
nxl Zn n-- n nzl n

F ecoo (t + e + a) ('3)ex

where F periodic excitation of the analogous system
ex

a= phase angle

It will be noted that the magnitude of the pressure term in Equation

(12) anl (13) is dependent on the wave frequencies as it constitutes the

3U1M of the pressures on four surfaces. Because of decreasing pressures

with in-creasing depths, the total force can be zero for a particular wave

frequency.
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If no wave action is present, the right side of Eq. (12) becomes zero.

(Mt + i" ) Z + N Z + o g A Z = 0 (14)
t Zt z

Equation (14) presents the decaying motions in heave of the vehicle in

still water after the vehicle has been displaced from its equilibrium

position.

The motions of the vehicle in un!form waves with a particular height

and period can be calculated with Eq. (12) if the dimensions and the .ddad

mass and damping terms are known.

For bodies with a simple geometry, e.g., spheres or cylinders, values

of the added mass can be calculated by theory.' 12 '13) The added mass of

more complicated bodies is generally determined from model experiments In

still water by us% of Eq. (14), or--in the -ase of shIps--is calculated

from graphs which are based on model experiments. Since the added mass

M" can be obtained from such a simple experiment, no attempt has beenzt

made to derive an analytical value.

The added-mass terms M" may possibly be estimated in proportion to
Z

n
the areas at the transition of the sections from M,"

z t
No damping coefficients were found in the available literature for

bodies with a shape similar to the vehicle teing considered. Thy measn

of a simple test and use of Eq. (14), a value of the lineari7ed dampinr

coefficient N due to viscous and wave-generating effects could be ob-zt

tained for the vehicle model when moving in its natural frequenr'y. Th!s

value, however, may deviate cons3derably from the prototype vnlues,

to differences in Reynolds nibers.
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However, since Eq. (12) represents a damped linear system, the value

of damping coefficients is materially unimportant for the calculation of

the response for motions with a frequency abcve twice the natural frequency

of the system.

Studies by Keuligan and Carpenter for cylinders and plates(16) and

Harleman and Shapiro for spheres(17) indicate tnat for lar~e objects the

drag forces are small compared with t~e inertia forces, and in many cases

may be disregarded.

Consequently, for frequencies above twice the natural frequency, El.

(12) is reduced to

n=4

("A + MIT ) *Z' 4 pgA Z= E M I
t zt 1 n=l Zn

p & A cos(c~t + .) n=4

+ pgcosh k +) F(A - A n+l) cosh k(d- D ) (13)
cosh kd n=l n n

The steady state solution of Eq. (15) is

- E- M" W
6 g A1 n=l Zn

0

n-4
p.& A cos(wt + (A -A )cosh ked -D )(6

cosh kd nl

where
o g A 1

'U

a - (Ng- T)
to Z

~ i
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Pitch an Surge

In the folloving analyses it 1 assued that the vehicle consists of

a series of coupled cylinders, each with a different length and diameter.

Next; It Is assumed that the horizontal displacement of each cross sec-

tlio of a cylinder is equal to the displacement of its center.

Using the same coorinaate syst as is used for the dnalois of the

heaving otion, end considering the mass center of the vehicle, the equa-

tions of the surge X mad pitch 0 mr. expressed by

~ F~() - r M11 (Un - x -r$)
n-i n-i Xn

0a4  .U )
1/2 Z Cd Ln n (UD fn) (17)

n-1

flu4 n-uI4 +
I: F (p) f n I ~ I: M f n(U n

n-i n-io ' 3

1/2 Z Cd pLaMn nf n(U n x f n) (18)
n-1

where

X - horizontal displacement olo the ws center

X a horizontal velocity of the mass center

X a horizontal acceleration of the mass center

S ass Inertia mlut of the vehicle around its mae center

f - distauce between the nus center of a cylinder and the meas
center of the vehicle

Sangular displacvuent of the icng axis of the vehicle

- angular velocity of the long axis of the vehicle
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= angular acceleration of the long axis of the vehicle

m• -metacenter height

n = cylinder number

M" = added mass of a cylinder moving horizontally
x

n
Fx (p) = total horizontal forcc from the wave pressure on a cylinder

n
M = mass of a cylinder moving horizontallyX

n
Ln = length of a cylinder

R = radius of a cylinder
nod

U = mean horizontal velocity of the water mass displaced by a cylinder

U= mean horizontal acceleration of the water mass displaced by a

cylinder

The mean velocity U and the mean acceleration U are defined asn n

R x -y z =D
n n n-l

U = IZ dz dx dy (19)
n R2 2

-R x --. - y z= D
n n n

R 2
1 x=R -y 2z

U d* dix dy (20)
n AR" 22t

n -R x .R• y 2z = D
n n n

.0- one cylinder, the total wave ;res~ure may be written
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R -D
- n

x (P) . (P Pa) dz

R x R

D n _ 1.

- (p pa) d y (21)

D x =• - y

n

vhere the wave pressure p is given by

p p-pgz+QgA cosh k(z+d) cos(W t +) (22)
a cosh kd

Evaluation of the integrals in Eq. (21) by use of Eqs. (20) and (22) gives

with some approximation

n=m
4  nl-4,

r F (p) = E o D . (23)
n-x 'n nr.

nn n=4

X F p n n nI n.

n-s n n=l

where

7 vol.ume of the sectionn

By use of Eq. (2') In Eq. 17) and Eq. "24) irc Eq. (1), and by Ltneoar-

izlng the damping terms, the equations of motions =ay be expressed by-

n=4 n.

IN! M") t + ~ "S i Em " r_- 0 N
Sx x , x r. x

n= - r

x r.
:1 x 71
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( :0 a"4 ÷ • 2 .. -4
I + N x f +Mg g+ M4 f X + T7 if I

n-i n x - n-i 1  n n

fl ~n- 4

- z (p V + M" )f n Un + "N •x f n U(26)
n-I xn n-

wi.ere Nx - daming term of the n section in surge
n

M" - total ad.ed mass in surgext

I" - added-mass inertia mcment

It vill be noted that Eq. (25) (pitch equation) represents a damped

mass-spring system. The excitation of this system is coupled with the

movement in surge.

Folloving the theoretical derivations used for the heave and again

disregarding the drag excitation, the equations of motion for frequencies

larger than twice the natural frequency in pitch are

n-4n-
(Mt+W")x + M, f '. (Uv +14")U (27)

"xt n=l xn a n-1 xn

S.... n-4( = " ) . • - : • ., , ' x (, ( ' - M ) ( a
P Xn n n-i n nx (2 )

The solution for pitch is

ri-4 f" fln 4
n= ("~4M n-I n (-

n-I n-i Xn (29Sn-4

" A

n~~~~ ~ X VV x U

n-i n

2 -2 +.: - m X( • •) : . ,
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The added moo for a cylinder accelerated in a direction normal to

its axis Is equal to the vater masa displaced by it. (12,o3) Since for

sall angular mov*mnts each section of the vehicle is accelerated in a

direction vhich is approximately in the direction of its axis, it MW

be assumd that I - I".

For vehicles vith a relatively even distribution of mass, the static

moment of the added mass around the center of gravity of the vehicle is

LM" f - p 7 .f - 0 (30)

x n n a

In this particular case, the solution for pitch (Eq. (29)) reduces to

S(P 7 + X" ) P Ua x n n n EV f 'J
n r. nn2 2 (3')
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TNMY Or MM IN r BY A SUAWJAY

In order to describe the movmwnts of the vehicle in a s6Gey, terms

of practical significance to the user have to 4e selected. At present,

descriptions of eolex moveints are generally given in statistiftal vL1-

ues of the movement; to conform vith this practice, this wethod of expres-

0!on has been used herein.

The calculation mthod of significant values of responses of syltema

suibjected to random or copIlex excitations vs developed by electrical

eng•neers for use in random ncise analyss(es ) and va more recently ap-

plied to the calculation of ship wyementa In a seavay.()

The bas. i requirement for the applicability of the method is that

the response of the considered system be linear to the excitatiot. If

the method is applied to the analogous linear system of the vehicle, a

described earlier in connection with Fig. 4, then thie responses of the

vehicle to a sa= of uniform vave trains -- which ame assumed to be yv-

irLg Ln one direction -- are equal to the su c.f the vehicle resrises of

the Individual ecpments.

Since the responses of the vehicle in mniform vave trains can be 6e-

,ermL-ned by theory or ty model experiments, the omplex movemwto excited

by vav-•s with a certain spectrur. can be obtained by means of tvhe following

procedl•re, vhich is illIJtrAted in Fig. 5.

For all fvequancies of the considered vav spectrum, the value of the

a.-e square of the wave aslltudes per ,Lnit of vave lrequency -- called

spectral density of the waves -- is =iltIplied by the corresponding squa"e

of tne ratio of response to gve saplltude, and the res•Its amr plotted as
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the spectral dunsity of the respon•e, In mathematical terms, the procedure

is generally written as follovs:

6 r(W) 8(w) LT(w)]

where 8() a spectral density at frequency w of the response

S (n) - spectral density at frequency w of the waves

[T~ - square of the ratio of response to wave amnplitude at
- frequency w of the wave enviroament

Once the spectrum of the movement in study has been obtained, an in-

tegration of the spectrm2 results in a single number E, which represents

the energy of the movement. If the spectram ic relatively narrow, the

average amplitudes of the movement can be expressed in terms of the ener:L

I, as shown in Table I.

Table 1

REWOPSN.-AMMPITJIX (A) Ain MPri-ENY (E) RELAIONS

(Based on Ref. 3, after Ref. 1)

AvenrAce-Respon' itude Data

Average amplitude of aj.L responses A Mep = 0. 86 E
&V

Average amplitude of the 1/3 highest re7 - i.1.16 J/E

Average amplitude of the 1/10 highest Ai /0 1.&)0 VE

Great et-Rci~nse-A .u Probability Data

Number of Nive tines out of ten, the hignest amplituie of the
cycles (N) response aut of a series of N cycles is between

20 1.~ 1 i0 and 2.244 V
100 1.38 '.'E YE

5W2..26 4j 3,03 /E
1000 2.41 -/E 3.-C;k ',

Note: The total devlu&tili of the rezpocUa,, r minimum to mdAx'iuý
are twice the values of the waiplitudes La the table
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TEST FACILITIES AND PRtOCKDU

The experimental investigations were perforied in a water-wave tank

100 ft long, 4 f± high, and 2 ft wide.

At one end of the tank, waves could be generated by a bulkhead-type

wave generator. A gravel beech with a 1-10 slope at the other end of the

tank was installed to absorb the generated waves and to reduce the genera-

tion of stancing waves.

The vehicle models used in the experimental invectigation were wooden

models, 17 1 in, long-and I in. in diameter, representing a 1-1W0 scale2 n

"model of a million-pound solid-propellant rocket veAitcle, 175 ft long and

1
12 - ft in diameter.

The movements oi' one of the models were sensed by use of two displace-

ment gages (Fig. 6). Each gage consisted of a thin wire soldered to two

very thin brass plates, one located vertically., the other horliontally.

Strain gages were mounted on these plates. Movements of the ends of the

wires (arms) of the displacement gages induced strains in the strain gages3

w.iich were amplified by carrier amplifiers and recorded simultaneously with

the output of a resistance-type vater-level recorder in a high-speed

oscillograph.

It was considered that the displacement gages did not restrain the

zodel in its orbital movements, since the forces necessaxy to displace the

end (f the gages were insigniftcant (approximately 50 mg per inch deviation).

The movemuts of the model during experimental tert runs were recorded

rom the moment the rirst 1mve reached the model until obvious irregulari-

tle9 due t3 standing watts were generated in the tank.
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T obtain inforstion about the chsracteristics of the vehicle in

free heave and in free pitch., the model was displaced vertically and hori-

zomtally and suddenly released after each displacement. The movemmts were

recorded until they had decayed to insignlficant levela.

To check on the results obtained with the displacemnt gages, photo-

graphic observations were made with a second model. This modnl was

equipped with two small light bulbs, one at the head and one at the tall.

Powmr to these bulbs was supplied by means of two wires 0.005 in. diameter.

(These wires were considered not to restrain the motions of the model.) By

means of a mechmicall&y operated switch, the light bulbs flashed on for

0.02 sec eary 0.15 sec. By means of simple electrical circuits, the flashes

and the time of exposure of the photographic film in the camera were recorded

which was located near the model. The scale on the photographs was obtained

by use of white wire grids placed at both sides of the tank (Fig. 1).
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III. 1NSULTB

UNIFORM WAVZ TRAIM

Experimental Results

Figures 7 and 8 precent all experimental results as functioni; of the

wave frequency. (Theoretical results, which will be treated later in this

rcpoit) are plotted for compariGon.) Figure 7 shown the r5.sulte of all

lata analyses for heave. The data are presented as plots of the ratios of

,ouble heave amplitude to wave height (nH/H), which equals the ratio of

hiave amplitude to wave amplitude (Ah/A) as a function of the %ave frequency

and period. It will be noted that the ratios increase with a decrease in

frequency.

Figure 8 shows the results of all data analyses of the maximum angular

Ieviations (pitch) from the vertical. The data &ae presented as plots of

the ratio of the maximum angular deviation in minutes of arc to the wave

hcight in tenths of an inch as a functioa of the wave frequency. The cor-

responding prototype frequencies and periods are indicated at the top of

tue graph. The prototype ratios are expressed as the maximum angular devia-

tion in minutes of arc to the wave height per foot.

Figure 9 presents the results of a photographic observation. The shut-

ter of the camera was opened for approximately one second. The time of the

Opeuing war recorded by the oscillograpti, together with the time of the

light flashes on the aead and tail of the model. The outpLt of the wave

rer-order was also recorded. The positions of the head and tail of the

wo&el zan be identified iu the photograph, uA(ich is reproduced in Fig. 9.

in ,rder to snow the positis of the vehicle in more detail, the positions

f the head sa tail ere arlarged ten times, L.ed lines are drawn represent-

ing the movementc of the long axis, enlarged ten times.
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no megurqagts .ere m&as of swy, ysw, and roll. Visual observations

of the ovemns of the vehicle in uniform waves in the wave tank indicated

that thse motions were negligible.

Within the range of the wave heights used in the experimntal wnves-

tigations equivalent to 3- to 7-ft-high waves for the prototype, the re-

sponmes of the model in heave and pitch were significantly linear with the

wave height. For exuale, it is estimated that the experimentally obtained

ratio of heave to vave height for a wave height of 6 ft in protote is ap-

proximately 10 per cent smiler than the ratio for a wave height of 3 ft

in the prototype.

Theorttical Results

The added mass for •ose calculations was determined by use of the"

results of a odel test in still water. In this test, the model vs dis-

placed vertically and released. The following decaying mtions e remeas-

ured and., by use of Sq. (15), the added mass calculated.

The results of the calculations for the heaving motion vere obtained

by use of Sq. (16a). The experimental results presented in Fig. 7 pertain

to vehicle-model movents in a water depth of 2.68 ft (prototype 320 ft ).

Since the particle motions of waves vith a length largar than twice the

water depth are affected by the bottom, the response in deep water (d > I/a)

will deviate from the response at a depth of 2.68 ft (prototype 320 ft).

The results of the theoretical study of the heave are in good agree-

ment vith the results of the tests me in the wave tank. The maxinm de-

viation of the theoretical values from the average values obtained by ex-

periments is approximately 20 per cent.
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The results of the calculation for pitzh for the model were Ptle by

use of Eq. (29) and plotted in Fig. 8. The •alctlaw;on were made by using

tae experimentally determined natural freq.ency in pitch. MAgin the theore-

tical results are in fair agreement with ý,he experimental results,

Seaway - Theoretical Results

As an illustration of the application of spectrum calculations, the

results for heave and pitch of the krototype vehicle acted upon by nonuni-

form waves in deep water are pr--sented '_n Table II. A fully arisen sea in-

duced by wind speeds of 20 kn was selected as a typical seaway. This wave

environment represents cxoditions for a Sea State 4 (Hydrographic Office

Scale) vithout swels.
The calcult.~Ima were made by use of the results of the theoretical

study of heave o. vic vehicle in uniform deep-water waves (Fig. 7) and

the results of t.e ejer aatal study for pitch (Fig. 8). Figure 10 pre-

cents the calculations according to the pattern presented in Fig. 6 for

the vehicle movement in heave.
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Table U

inU OF CALZATICM TO =VZ AIM
II A F=LL A1X= SMA

Full Arimen Sea vith
Wind Speed of 20 kn

(se State 4)

Bsav Pitch
Characteristic (double (z.in.m devia-
Statistical Imltude, ft) t ion frcm the

Value vertical, mminu
of arn)

Aver•ae 0.8 7)

hi~gat 1.3 80
(significant)

Averageo 1/0h•,• 1.7 m

In sries of 1000
cycles, 9 time
out of 10 the 2.2 - 2.9 13 -170
.ighea't values
in betwen

*or a fullya risen ea rith a vind wpee of 20 kn, tbe
respective tine for 1000 cycles ls 4pproximntely 2 t_ hr.
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IV. DISCUSSION

It appears from Figs. 7 and 8 that the experimental results are in

fairly good agreement with the theoretical results. Discrepandces may

be explained by the approximations made in the derivations of the formu-

las used and in the accuracy of the measurements. A higher accuracy will

be obtained by considering the movements of the two-dimensional (horizontal)

flow around cylindrical sections of the vehicle with a very small height(dz). (2D)

Since the particle motions in shallow water (prototype wave periods

larger than 11 sec) are affected by the bottom, the orbits are ellipti-

cal rather than circular- consequently, the movemnnts of the veticle in

shallow water deviate from the movement in deep water, which is illustrated

by the heaving motion in Fig. 7.

Since the particle motions near the surface are larger than those at

a great depth and the excitatione are related to the volumes and their

accompnaying added masses (Eqs. (13) and (29)), a reduction of the dimen-

sions near th. surface vill tend to reduce the movements.

Smaller dimensions at the water line will also generally decrease

t:;e frequency of free heave and pitch, and the chance for resonance with

low-frequency components of the wave spectra will be reduced. Since long

and slender vehciles, as investigated, have a low damping, waves with fre-

^uern es close to the frequency of free heave may induce excessive movements.

Conse•.*entlK, -wvllq, whch are v•ives generated at a conaiderable dls-

tance from the point cf cbservatlou, may induce the major heavnig mct!on

for large veO-icles.

zuc!h =vemesztl can be 4ecreased Iy increasing the da-mplng. This can

azcma - lz c zed . r. stal -_n hcrizýn-al plates or fins 2n ti. outer aur-

face of the vehicle, preferabl-. close to the tall end. In addition to an
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inertese in Ming, such plates also vill increase the addd mass, and

ooaequent1Y & favorable lower frequency in free heave vill be obtained.

The opplioation of the derived formulas for heave and pitch is per-

mitted for frequeincies larger than tvioe the frequencies of free heave

and pitch. Tima, in the ease of the studied vehicle, spectra alculations

as presented in Fig. 10 =mt be limited to emwrs vhich contain -) fre-

quency cuai•e•te lower tan tvice the frequency of free heave (periods

larger that. 3 see).

In the spectra calculations it is asumed that all vi.es are prom-

gating in one direction. In reality, however, Wvees are generated in dif-

ferent direct ions, but generally a very smali part of the ave energy is

in yames which make a significant anale (lar~er than apyroximately 15 do-

Pees) the main direction.(19) case of the maii horizontal di-

Mansions of the vehicle, the heave vill not be affected by directional

effects; the pitch, however, is &Mpendent on the directional coIo.n'etc

of the spectrum.

It soes possible to determine the ovaments of a vehicle in ocean

waves by calculating the responses at the diTierent directions of the

spectrum and a vectorial addition of the cceponants t1ris obtained. Since

the spread of the meLn wave direction is relatively azall, the spread of'

the responses is wmaml and its effact can be d&sregarded.
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V. cOTIUSIM

The nmovnnts in heave and pitch of a large rocket vehirel drifting

in a vertical attitude in uniform vaves can be calculat4d by amnLs of tae

tleory presented in this paper if the periods of the vaves are sbmte

than half the periods of Pr•e heave and pitch. The reaulte of such cal-

culations for uniform raves cam be used for the calculaticr of the fre-

q.ency of occurrnnoe of certaiu levels of the heave and pltchr re.zp;se of

the vehicle to a seeuy vith a given wave xpectr=.
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Fig. I- One-to-120 scale models of the rocket vehicle
in the wove tank ( observation grid width is 2 in.)
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DIRECTION OF WAVE
PROPAGATION

PITCH

ROLL I

II j SURGE

SWAYW

Fig. 2 -Nomenclature of the vehicle movements
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STILL WATER
LEVEL

FLOTATION CHAMBER D.

SCALE -A 2

PROTOTYPE MODEL I
50 FT 5 IN 3

OA 3
A3"-5X104 FT D4

0 0

A, = 2..5 X 10-3F

A2 = 10.2 x 10-3 FT2A4

A 3 3 3 5 X 10-4 FT2

A4 =2.5 X 10-4FT 2

D, 0.11'

D2 =0.25'
D 3 0.59' ....

D4 :1.30'

Fig. 3 - Approximotion of the model dimensiois
for the onolyses
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Fig, 7- Ratio of heave to wove height as a function of the
wove frequency for the model in the wove tank and

the prototype in 320-ft and in deep water
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Fig 8 -- Ratio of maximum deviation from the vertical to
wave height as a function of the wove frequency

for the model in the wove tank and the
prototype in a 320-ft water depth
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